Mayara Magri

- Prima Ballerina and Activist -

Mayara Magri made her way from poor Rio de Janeiro
against all odds to the highest ranking in the ballet world.
Started dancing at age 8 through a social project in a private
ballet school in Rio de Janeiro. Coming from a modest family
with her father as a taxi driver and a staying home Mum,
Mayara, together with her two sisters, would not have the
means to pay for private ballet lessons.
Her talent and determination were decisive to make her way
out of Rio into the international ballet world. Already as a kid
she was dreaming of becoming a Principal at The Royal
Ballet one day. After winning the most important
competitions she was offered a scholarship to The Royal
Ballet School. She managed to graduate after one year and
immediately joined the main company. Her dream finally
became true when she got promoted to Principal Dancer in
May 2020.
Next to her on stage achievements she is working as an
environmental activist. Mayara wants to use her strong voice
to bring more awareness about our impact on the planet and
the effects of climate change.
Story Trailer:
https://www.instagram.com/p/CPBGXH9g3uB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

Instagram Account:
https://www.instagram.com/maymagriofficial/

Activist Message:
https://www.instagram.com/p/COLank4gTe4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Mayara Magri
- Principal with The Royal Ballet Mayara Magri born in Brazil, started ballet at the age of 8 in
Rio de Janeiro. In 2011 she won the Gold Medal at the
Youth America Grand Prix and Prix de Lausanne, where she
got the scholarship to study at The Royal Ballet School.
On her graduation she performed ‘Paquita’ and ‘Un Ballo’
as lead female roles and right after she joined The Royal
Ballet Company and got promoted to First Soloist in 2017.
Since then Mayara has had many Principal Roles at The
Royal Opera House and guested in prestigious ballet galas
around the globe. In 2020 she was due to debut as
Odette/Odile in Swan Lake, but this was cancelled due to
the pandemic. In May 2021 she was promoted to Principal
with effect from the upcoming season.
Apart from her on-stage achievements, Mayara is very
interested in social projects and uses her voice as brand
ambassador bringing awareness to causes she believes in.
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Kitri and Mercedes (Don Quixote)
Swanhilda (Coppelia)
Gamzatti (La Bayadere)
Myrtha (Giselle)
Lilac Fairy (Sleeping Beauty)
Pas de Trois (Swan Lake)
Rose Fairy and Vivandiere (The Nutcracker)
Mitzi Caspar (Mayerling)
Rubies (Jewels)
Lescaut’s Mistress (Manon)
Mauve Girl (Dances at a Gathering)
Gypsy Girl (The Two Pigeons)
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Awards:
2011
2011
2008

Scholarship and Audience Prize (Prix de Lausanne)
Gold Medal (Youth America Grand Prix)
Second Prize (International Ballet Festival of Havana)

The Vertiginous Thrill of Exactitude
Woolf Works
After The Rain
Within The Golden Hour
Monotones I
Symphonic Variations
Asphodel Meadows
Carbon Life
Infra
Multiverse
Corybantic Games
The Illustrated Farewell

Press:
The Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2021/jun/27/royal-ballet-beauty-mixed-programme-review-royal-opera-house-london
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2020/oct/18/the-royal-ballet-back-on-stage-review-an-exuberant-return

The Strand
https://www.thestrandmagazine.com/single-post/2019/02/15/in-conversation-with-mayara-magri-first-soloist-of-the-royal-ballet

To The Pointe
https://tothepointemagazine.wixsite.com/tothepointemagazine/single-post/2019/10/28/tothepointe-meets-mayara-magri

Videos:
Highlights
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pch9lqInY4

In conversation with Mayara Magri (In The Spotlight)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9X1qNfblps

Mitzi Caspar in ‘Mayerling’ (Choreography by Kenneth Macmillan)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NdaSA640OVk&feature=youtu.be

Balcony Pas des Deux in ‘Romeo and Juliet’ (Choreography by Kenneth Macmillan)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBhijW4t4T4&feature=youtu.be

Corybantic Games (Choreography by Christopher Wheeldon)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0YhiYlp0Acg&feature=youtu.be

Odette Rehearsal in ‘Swan Lake’ (Choreography by Liam Scarlett)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PsZilQWGCg

Odile Rehearsal in ‘Swan Lake’ (Choreography by Liam Scarlett)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59orSd3JPBY&feature=youtu.be

Ambassadorship:
2021

Official Brand Supporter of ‘Imperfect Pointes’

See Press Release attached
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IMPERFECT POINTES LAUNCHES AS THE UK’S FIRST
SUSTAINABLE BALLET WEAR BRAND WITH THE ROYAL BALLET’S
MAYARA MAGRI AS INAUGURAL BRAND AMBASSADOR

Wednesday, 27 t h January 2021: Today, Imperfect Pointes launches as the UK’s first
sustainable ballet wear brand with The Royal Ballet First Soloist, Mayara Magri, as their
inaugural brand ambassador.
Mayara Magri is undoubtedly one of the world's most exciting ballet talents, and now
she has joined Imperfect Pointes as their first brand ambassador.
Helen Banks, founder of Imperfect Pointes says, “I feel fortunate that lockdown has
created an opportunity for us to create and deepen our partnership with Mayara.
Although Mayara still has an intensive training schedule and Royal Ballet commitments,
the lack of performances has given us some time to think about how best to create a
fulfilling collaboration for the benefit of ballerina and brand. This is more than your
typical ‘wear this leotard on your Instagram’ influencer arrangement – it’s about
connecting our shared values and using them to make a difference. Mayara is my
personal favourite – she’s so passionate about the things she believes in. She brings true
elegance, grace and integrity, and is incredibly humble about her success – something
that matches our spirit’’

Mayara Magri is also thrilled by the opportunity, saying - “In order to make a
difference, we don’t just need to stop what we were doing. We need to do better. I
support Imperfect Pointes not only for their beautiful ballet wear but also because this
new brand is conscious about our environment’s needs and guides us to positive
changes. The brand’s sustainable philosophy has brought us together, and we have an
exciting collaboration ahead of us, raising awareness of how, in the ballet world, we
can individually change our behaviour towards our planet, with style and comfort
intact.”
"We are very glad to have Imperfect Pointes as a partner, which stands for such a
strong social message in the ballet world. It is the right combination between the
brand and Mayara’s strong beliefs” added Mayara’s manager, Marc Heinkelein from
StageField Management.
About Imperfect Pointes and their launch collection – which will form the basis of
their permanent collection.
The debut collection from Imperfect Pointes, named ‘Future Friendly Ballet Wear’, has
been created specifically with sustainability in mind, without compromising on
comfort or style. The collection includes a range of leotards and dance tights for both
male and female ballet dancers, Imperfect Pointes produce all their ballet apparel
from ECONYL® yarn. Fabric made from ECONYL® looks and performs the same as
ordinary nylon, but it is made using regenerated plastics recovered from the oceans,
such as old fishing nets, along with industrial plastics diverted from landfill. It is then
turned into recycled nylon.
Each product from the debut collection is named after a different coastal plastic
pollution hotspot in the Mediterranean, with patterns designed to highlight the
prevalence of declining ocean biodiversity.
Not only is Imperfect Pointes committed to sustainability across the business, but they
are also on a mission to shift perceptions of ballet. It’s not just about men in tights,
pastel pink tutus and having the neatest ballet bun. Imperfect Pointes want to
encourage diversity and representation within the ballet industry – to empower people,
no matter their ability, size, gender or skin colour – to benefit from the confidence that
ballet practice can bring. So, for every leotard sold from their debut collection,
Imperfect Pointes will be donating £1 to youth empowerment, mental health and antibullying charity DITCH THE LABEL. (*please see below in notes to editors for more
information).

The Inspiration Behind Imperfect Pointes – Helen Banks
Imperfect Pointes is the brainchild of unintentional ‘Ballet mum’, Helen Banks. Inspired
by watching her ballerina daughter she quickly found herself becoming frustrated that
within the multimillion-pound dancewear industry very few brands were focusing on
sustainability. The dancewear industry is largely based on the principles of fast-fashion
and with high throw out and new collections made and bought every week, the dance
industry contributes a huge amount to landfill with harmful virgin nylon and sequins.

After working for seven years in fashion and sportswear, seeing the darker side of fast
fashion prompted Helen to deepen her knowledge on sustainability and during
lockdown completed a Certificate in Sustainability Leadership at University of
Cambridge. During the process Helen became deeply disturbed by fashion’s waste
culture. She became acutely aware of the impact on the planet that the mountains of
throw away cheap clothes was having - driven, she believes, partly by social media and
celeb culture and the need to never be seen in the same outfit (or leotard) twice. Helen
was outraged hearing about the working conditions in some factories, as well as the
lack of representation and diversity in images of ballet on social media. Helen became
increasingly frustrated and wanted to make a positive change.
After being made redundant from leading sportswear brand ASICS Global in March 2020,
she returned to Manchester and knew it was time to use her skills and sustainability
knowledge to create something she was passionate about. Imperfect Pointes was born.
Helen Banks, Founder of Imperfect Pointes says: “I wanted to create a brand that made
ballet dancers feel great both inside and out. By buying from us they can help minimise
the impact on the planet, whilst achieving the style and fit they desire. Nobody is
perfect, and we aren’t claiming to be. But we are trying to make a difference, one
leotard at a time. As a small start-up brand, we have a long way to go and are
continually looking at business challenges through the lens of sustainability to balance
people, planet and profits. We are also looking to expand our range with inclusive sizing
and genderless designs later this year.”
Imperfect Pointes are committed to multiple sustainable practices across the business:
•
•
•
•
•

All Imperfect Pointes packaging made from compositable materials
All Imperfect Pointes labels are made from recycled polyester in UK
All products are made in small batches to keep waste to a minimum
You can send your leotards back at any time for a repair – Imperfect Pointes will
keep them in use as long as possible
Imperfect Pointes work with a small family run factory in Yorkshire - keeping
production local and cutting down the transport miles

For more information on Imperfect Pointes and the debut ‘Future Friendly Ballet
Wear’ collection: Helen@imperfectpointes.com / 07557908422
https://imperfectpointes.com/ // @imperfectpointes

NOTES TO EDITORS:
PRODUCT:
•

•

•
•

Women’s leotards start at £41.00
o You can view the full collection here:
https://imperfectpointes.com/collections/womens
Men’s dance tights are priced at £41.00, short sleeved leotards are £41 or £80 for half zip
unitards
o You can view the full collection here:
https://imperfectpointes.com/collections/mens
Available in sizes XS-L
Fabric details: ECONYL®78%, Elastine 22%

About Mayara Magri:
Mayara Magri - Brazilian dancer Mayara Magri is a First Soloist of The Royal Ballet / Official Brand
Ambassador for Imperfect Pointes
Magri trained at The Royal Ballet School and graduated into the Company in 2012. She was
promoted to First Artist in 2015, to Soloist in 2016 and to First Soloist in 2018. Magri grew up in
Brazil and won a scholarship at the age of eight to train at the P‘etite Danse School in Rio di Janeiro.
She won the Senior Age Division of the Youth America Grand Prix and the Prix de Lausanne
Scholarship and Audience Prize in 2011. Magri’s repertory with the Company includes Gypsy Girl
(The Two Pigeons), Florestan’s Sister, Lilac Fairy, Fairy of the Enchanted Garden and Fairy of the
Woodland Glade (The Sleeping Beauty), Tatiana (Anastasia), Mercedes and Kitri (Don Quixote), Rose
Fairy and Vivandière (The Nutcracker), Handmaiden (Apollo), pas de trois (Swan Lake), Entertainer
(The Invitation), Mitzi Caspar, Gamzatti, Lescaut's Mistress and roles in The Vertiginous Thrill of
Exactitude, ‘Rubies’ (Jewels), Woolf Works, Within the Golden Hour, Monotones I, Symphonic
Variations, After the Rain, Asphodel Meadows and Carbon Life. She created a role in Multiverse,
Corybantic Games and The Illustrated ‘Farewell’. Career Highlight: Magri was due to Debut as
Odette/Odile in Swan Lake in 2020 but this was cancelled due to the pandemic.
Contact / Worldwide Management: StageField Management & Productions GmbH, Dr. Marc
Heinkelein,
management@stagefield.de | www.stagefield.de
Charity Partner – DITCH THE LABEL
For every leotard sold from their debut collection, Imperfect Pointes will be donating £1 to youth
empowerment, mental health and anti-bullying charity DITCH THE LABEL.
Ditch the Label is an youth empowerment charity, dedicated to promoting equality and provides
support to young people who have been negatively affected by bullying and prejudice. Their awardwinning work spans across the UK, USA and Mexico, empowering people aged 12–25 to overcome
bullying & issues affecting them the most. www.ditchthelabel.com

